Inflation may abort expansion of stadium
By Myra Moore
The proposed expansion of Spartan
Stadium by the beginning of the 1975
football season may be cut due to rising
inflation.
The city-state sponsored project was
Priginally scheduled to cost approximately $7.6 million when the San
Jose City Council approved the plans
last September.

The plans, as approved last September, called for the city to rent the
stadium for a period of 25 years.
Under the agreement the income
from the parking fees and concession
stands would be used by the city to pay
off the revenue bond.
After the bond was paid off in 25
years, the stadium would become the
property of the university.

Since that time bids coming in on the
project have been higher than ;7.6
million.
The city council had voted a limit of
$8 million on the revenue bonds issued
by the Spartan Stadium Authority
SSA
The SSA is the city-SJSU agency that
was set up by the city council to
supervise the stadium operation.

At the times the plans were approved
City Manager Ted Tedesco said it
might cost the city $700,000 more to
operate stadium the than they would
take in.
Because bids on other city projects
have been coming in at amounts higher
than anticipated, council members
Susanne Wilson and Roy Naylor have
said that they might possibly vote

against any additional funds for the
stadium project.
At Tuesday night’s council meeting
there was no discussion of the project.
A spokesman for the city said that the
council members will be studying the
project for the next few weeks before
making a final decision.
SJSU Director of Athletics, Dr. John
Caine said that he would prefer to see

the plans for the stadium expansion
project revised rather than scrapped
completely.
"If we don’t build it now and wait 10
years. the cost might be $28 million
rather than the $8 or $9 million it would
cost now." Caine said.
Caine said he felt the community
desperately needs a large facility for
things other than sports.
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Brazil denies Pacheco invalidation request
By Lee Fuller
The final curtain in the -Webster affair" -at least as far as the SJSU administration is concerned-fell yesterday when Burton R. Brazil, executive vice
president, qualified Dorothy Webster.
Brazil, in a memo to ex-presidential candidate Dave Pacheco, upheld an earlier
administrative decision qualifying Webster, saying the ruling is "reasonable,
zorrect and supported by facts."
According to Brazil, speaking for SJSU President Johh H. Bunzel, there is "thus
.o ground for voiding the election."
Pacheco’s request
Pacheco asked Brazil to invalidate the elections, after the A.S. Judiciary refused
:a, because Webster does not meet the chancellor’s criteria for executive officers.
These requirements include taking seven units during the election semester, 14
trills in the semester prior to the election semester and a 2.0 grade point average.
Webster dropped out of school last fall for medical reasons and does not meet the
:hancellor’s literal qualifications.
"Strictly enforced"
Pacheco said the criteria had been "strictly enforced" by Robert S. Martin, dean
student services, when he disqualified candidates Fred Atton and Al Farley, but
’interpreted" by Martin when he qualified Webster.
According to Brazil, the "problem arose because the rules made no explicit

provision" for a student not in attendance the complete year prior to the election.
Brazil said the problem is to "define what actions constitute "reasonable
progress."
Chancellor’s criteria
The chancellor’s requirements were originally distilled from a report from an ad
hoc committee created by the state university and college board of trustees.
The report stated candidates must be in "good standing" and making
"reasonable progress" in their educational pursuits.
However the 19 college and university presidents decided the term was too
"nebulous" and prepared the current and more specific regulations.
Brazil’s choice
Apparently Brazil chose to return to the old "nebulous" definition.
According to Brazil, since Webster did not attend school last fall "there can be no
progress-reasonable or unreasonable."
"The only issue remaining is whether the progress made by Ms. Webster during
the time she was in attendance was reasonable," Brazil said.
Brazil said "the record clearly indicates that Dean Martin’s decision on this
point is supported by the facts."
Pacheco reacts
Pacheco was not dismayed by Brazil’s decision.
"I’m not surprised," he said. "However I assumed we were going to talk about it

op heavy staff

House begins

could have bad
onsequences

impeachment
hearings

SJSU President John H. Bunzel said
t decreasing college enrollments,
ximbined with the increasing number
if tenured professors "could easily lead
.o drastic consequences in the years
head," Wednesday, before the San
lose Rotary Club.
Bunzel said that prospects of topwavy faculties are becoming so great
hat soon there may be very little room
or new appointments. He added that he
ioes not favor a "rigid tenure quota"
ugh, for it might discriminate
gainst exceptionally talented nonenured faculty.
At SJSU, 81 percent of the faculty is
!ready tenured or on the tenure track,
ccording to Bunzel. Within two or
ree years, Bunzel said, the univerity’s entire faculty could be tenured,
inless careful planning steps are taken.
Bunzel referred to the huge job
narket in university teaching positions
hat was created during the last 20
ears. He said that during that time,
e U.S. university student population
rew from 1.5 million to more than six

WASHINGTON
With
(AP(
reminders of the historic import of its
task, the House Judiciary Committee
yesterday began hearing the evidence
its impeachment staff has gathered
against President Richard M. Nixon.

today. I never really got a chance to argue my case," Pacheco continued.
At Tuesday’s meeting between Pacheco and Brazil the vice president promised
to meet with Pacheco and discuss the matter before rendering a verdict.
Apparently however, Brazil chose not to.
"Now I’ve done everything that’s possible on a campus level," Pacheco said.
"It’s in his the chancellor’s) hands now."
According to Pacheco, he will now take his case to the chancellor’s office in Los
Angeles.
"I would never have pursued this matter if I hadn’t heard conflicting opinions
from the A.S. attorney and the chancellor’s office.
Neither were available for comment.
Rico confident
President elect John Rico was confident that Webster would remain qualified.
"I went through all the proper channels," he said.
"Originally I thought David had an legitimate question," Rico continued. "In my
opinion it was cleared up by the Election Board and again by the A.S. Judiciary.
Any thing beyond that and David has gone way beyond the boundaries of fair
play."
"He’s doing nothing now by hampering my transition into the AS. government,"
he said. "I hope the case will be ended here."

The hearing began on a day that saw
appeals from Republican leaders to the
President urging him to reconsider his
determination to remain in office and
fight the impeachment move.

Dr. John H. Bunzel

James D. St. Clair, President Nixon’s
chief Watergate lawyer, was allowed to
sit in on the hearing and was the first
participant to arrive at the committee
room.

million.
Because of this growth, tenure was
granted to nearly every applicant.
Now, as a result, SJSU is at a "peril
point", according to Bunzel, because of
an excessive percentage of tenured
faculty.

Accompanied by two other White
House lawyers, St. Clair said he
planned no opening statement and
"neither have I been asked to make
one."

Bunzel still defended the principle of
tenure, though, and said, "At a time
when faculty appointments will be few,
it is all the more imperative to make
certain our standards are high."

Asked if he considered the Judiciary
Committee’s role equivalent to that of a
grand jury, St. Clair replied, "Clearly
not."

Jett Stephens

Students keep cool in pool
Sunshine and get those rays! Dorm students who can’t or
don’t want to drive Highway 17 to Santa Cruz, find the
grassy area next to the archery field and the warm sun a
suitable "beach." For some, the grass is enough to lie in

but others need a portable ocean to lounge in or keep cool.
Temperatures have been reaching the mid- 70’s and are
expected to do so again today.

Supermarket study shows prices up again
Fry’s
March

Hills Bros.
1.45
reg. grind
32 oz.
Eggs
.61
grade AA
large
Gold Medal
.62
Flour
5 lbs.
Reg. Gr. Beef .71
1 lb.
Armour Star
.89
Hot dogs
16 oz.
Best Foods
.59
mayonnaise
32 oz.
Skippy
.77
Peanut butter
18 oz.
Del Monte
.24
peas 1705.
.35
Campbell’s
Chunky Veg.
Soup 19 oz.
.70
C and H

Lucky’s

Safeway

Oct.

Dec.

May

March

Oct.

Dec.

May

March

Oct.

Dec.

May

1.85

1.74

2.05

1.69

1.87

1.84

2.05

1.53

1.87

1.74

2.05

.78

.75

.59

.61

.79

.77

.57

.59

.79

.73

.57

.98

.69

.95

.63

1.02

.93

.89

.63

1.03

.81

.95

.87

.83

.79

.79

88

88

89

.79

89

1.29

.95

1.23

1.09

.98

.91

1.29

1.12

1.03

.96

1.21

1.12

1.03

.69

.71

.88

.72

.95

.71

1.03

.72

.89

.65

1.03

.77

.71

.85

.77

.81

.77

.85

.77

.85

. .65

.69

.26

.27

.29

.24

.28

.27

.29

.29

.27

.27

.29

.38

.39

.40

.34

.39

.39

.40

.39

.39

.39

.41

.74

.82

1.18

.71

.83

.83

1.19

.71

.83

.83

1.19

8.55

8.00

8.96

7.41

9.11

8.51

9.19

7.38

9.02

8.48

9.16

sugar

5 lbs.
TOTAL

$6.93

By Lori Rauh and
George Rede
President Nixon said in 1968 that he
had "a way to end the war." He ended it
- eventually ( well at least American
involvement ) - but he has yet to find
"a way to end inflation" in 1974.
A survey of three leading San Jose
supermarkets conducted last weekend
determined that prices, despite
repeated Nixonian assurances to the
contrary, are still rising.
A shopping list of 12 food staples
would have cost the consumer roughly
$9 had he gone to one of the following
three stores Friday or Saturday: Fry’s,
Story Road and McLaughlin Avenue;
Lucky’s, Seventh and Santa Clara
streets; or Safeway, First and Martha
streets.
More precisely, as the chart below
indicates, it would have cost $8.96 at
Fry’s, $9.19 at Lucky’s, and $9.16 at
Safeway for a dozen items, ’,eluding
coffee, ground beef, sugar, mayonnaise, eggs and flour.
One year difference
The same items purchased a little
over a year ago - in March, 1973 would have cost $6.93, $7.41, and $7.38 at
Fry’s, Lucky’s and Safeway, respectively.
This increase, of nearly $2 in the case
of Fry’s, is due, administration
economists say, to a shortage of food.
There is simply not enough food to meet
demand.
Edgar Fiedler, assistant Treasury
director for economic policy, and

others, are virtually unanimous in
predicting that the rate of inflation now at more than 10 per cent - will
continue until at least mid-year, the
Associated Press reported last month.
Furthermore, the economists believe
the Nixon administration, caught in the
grips of an inflation-recession state, is
helpless to do anything about it.
So, San Jose shoppers can expect to
find prices such as the ones listed
below. And they can probably expect
them to go even higher.
Eggs maintain cost
Everything, with the exception of
eggs, cost more today than it did a little
over a year ago in March.
A dozen grade AA eggs cost approximately 60 cents in March, hit a
peak of 79 cents in October of that same
year, and have since plummeted to 59
cents at Fry’s and 57 cents at each of
the other two stores.
Otherwise, prices are even higher
than in October, when butchers strikes
and devaluation of the dollar were
prevalent and drove the average food
bill to $8.89 in the three stores.
( In October, a Fry’s customer paid
more for his flour, ground beef and hot
dogs; a Lucky’s shopper paid more for
his flour and hot dogs; and a Safeway
customer paid more for flour, hot dogs
and peanut butter.)
The sharpest increases revealed last
weekend were in the prices of coffee.
mayonnaise and sugar:
The cost of 32 ounces of Hills Bros.
regular grind coffee is 31 cents higher

than in December ( when the last
survey was taken) at both Fry’s and
Safeway.
Five pounds of C and H sugar is up
36 cents from December at Lucky’s and
Safeway to $1.19.
A 32-ounce jar of Best Foods
mayonnaise costs $1.03 at both Lucky’s
and Safeway, representing an increase
of 32 and 42 cents, respectively. Fry’s
charges 88 cents, which is still an increase of 17 cents over the past five
months.
Viewed from the perspective of 14
months - from March, 1973 until last
weekend - two prices increases are
even more phenomenal. Coffee has
risen 60 cents at Fry’s and sugar has
jumped 48 cents at all three stores.
Small items up
Smaller items, such as a 17-ounce can
of Del Monte peas and a 19-ounce can of
Campbell Chunky Vegetable sours, have
remained somewhat stable. Each has
risen about a nickel at Fry’s and
Lucky’s since March.
While prices continue to climb and
the Nixon administration admits its
helplessness, Congress, at least, has
taken one measure to harness prices
and put more money in the hands of the
consumer.
Consumers will theoretically have
more money to spend if a rider bill
sponsored by senators Edward Kendedy fl-Mass., and Walter Mondale, DMinn., passes the Senate.
The bill provides $5.9 billion in personal income tax cuts.
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Complaint board only on paper
Editor:
Students on this campus are
being shortchanged in the area of
grievances.
In January of this year, the SJSU
Academic Council approved a
resolution enacting the student
grievance committee ( SGC ) on
campus.
The committee is designed to
serve as a sounding board to hear
all student grievances not related
to curriculum or grades. It is a
supplement to the academic
fairness committee AFC which
hears grievances
concerning
allegedly unequal treatment in
student grading.
However, the SGC has never
formed and administrators here
are making no apparent effort to
implement such a committee. The
group is to be composed of five
students, three full-time faculty,
two full-time administrators, and
one full-time staff. The selection of
those people has never been made.
Presently, the AFC hears up to 50
cases a semester. The SGC has the
potential to handle as many, if not
more, grievances.
SGC will handle such student
concerns as a faculty member’s
use of violence in the classroom, a
professor’s favoritism toward
certain students, or a professor’s
grading on criteria other than
progress in the class itself.
This committee originally was

planned and developed by the procedures. A student should have
student affairs committee. That the SGC at his immediate disposalgroup, composed of students and -there’s no time to wait.
While Coffin says the student
headed by Leland Merio, carefully
outlined procedures and purposes affairs committee no longer is
of a SGC. The need was seen and involved, perhpas it is time for that
still exists. Students here certainly group to take a little initiative of its
do have grievances and concerns own and set the committee on its
about their possible mistreatment feet.
The SGC is necessary and imby faculty.
Linda Coffin, chairman of the portant. It is too late to implement
student affairs committee this a committee this semester.
year, says the issue is out of the However, the student services
office or student affairs committee
student committee hands.
The SGC continues to exist on must see that an active SGC is
ready for student use no later than
paper only.
No one is apparently taking the the first day of fall 1974 classes.
first step in organizing an effective
Janet Parker
group. Don DuShane, assistant
dean of students, said a committee
could be formed as soon as a
student were to request the kind of
grievance hearing that falls under
SGC jurisdiction.
Ombudsman Mike Honda, who
would serve as an ex -officio
member of the committee, has
expressed "hopes" that the
committee will be in operation by
fall.
Hopes are not enough. The Editor:
After our long letter which exaverage student would be
discouraged if he sought assistance plained to you the role of the
from a committee that doesn’t western press in propagating
exist. An effective committee with biased and factually incorrect
knowledge of its responsibilities information, and after going
and student rights takes time to through a lengthy explanation on
form. Once formed it must the prejudiced nature of your first
establish and publish its own "Kiryat Shemona" cartoon, we
find in Wednesday’s May 8 issue of
the Spartan Daily a second "Kiryat
Shemona" cartoon of Arab’s
throwing children out of windows.
We told you in our first letter that
we were ready to debate you on
that subject whether in the Spartan
Daily pages or in the S.U. ballroom
( you censored that passage out of
our article.)
We reiterate our invitation for a
debate where you can present facts
that support your political cartoon.
We’re tired of your sneaky,
childish, hypocritical little games
that reflect the bankruptcy of your
paper and the western press in
general.
How about it, Spartan Daily. Are
you prepared to debate for your
opinions & biases? Let us know
when you’re ready because we are.
Susan Gliner
Spokesperson for OAS

OAS charges Dailv

Moggnot ’Mauggs’
Editor:
I am writing to inform you that
information attributed to me in a
front page story of the May 7
Spartan Daily was not accurate.
The story I am referring to was
headlined "Bill’s effect on student
programs debatable."
In the stroy, the third-to-last
paragraph reads "The Cheech and
Chong show last year drew about
4,600 people, while the average
football game draw! about 1,400
people, according to Gehrke and

Nestled between the banks of
blooming liacs and tall pine trees,
the Stanislaus river is running
steadily down the Sierra foothillshead on into what may well be this
countries biggest environmental
rip-off, the construction of the New
Malonies Dam.
The white water section of the
Stanislaus is the most heavily used
in the Western U.S., and perhaps
the most widely known to adventurer:. of all kinds, be they
rafting, kayaking, or fishing
conniseurs.
But to a different group, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, the river
means quite a different thing. It is
a source of money, electricity,
power and, least of all, flood
control.
The Sierra Club and the
Berkeley -based Environmental
Defense Fund have been battling
the corps in the courts for the last
two years, only now to wind up on
the losing end of the litigation
opposing the dam.

The environmentalists have
contended all along that the dam is
not needed. The claim that a much
smaller dam than the 62-story
structure proposed by the corps
would suffice for flood control,
which is the real issue behind the
dam in the first place.
The smaller dam would provide
controls for irrigation in the valley
and at the same time it would
provide Californians with one of
their last freely flowing white
water rivers, if not the last.
Yet the Army Corps of Engineers
disagrees. They argue that it would
be economic suicide to forgo the
added benefits, such as power and
water supply that the larger dam
would add. In the same breath, the
corps has stated that, though opposing the environmentalists’ idea,
a smaller dam would do the job for
flood control.
Last month, after the bulldozers
started grading the bottom of the
river and just before they built the
diversion tunnel and the access

Write um
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters or guest columns from those
who care, on or off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14 inches or about 500 words.

Correspondence should be typed,
and in accordance with Daily
policy, the author’s name must run
with every published article. A
telephone number and address
must also be included for
verification.

Moor

road, a new group calling then
selves the Friends of the Rivi
started a petition to drive to be pi
on the November ballot.
But for now, the Stanislaus
enjoying its last moments (
freedom.
Enjoy it while you can.
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Letters to the editor
Jack Mauggs of the Physical
Education Department."
This paragraph I refer to is shot
through with errors. In the first
place, SJSU football games draw
about 14,000 people, not 1,400. Our
basketball games average about
1,400 in attendanceusually closer
to 2,000. In the second place, I spell
my last name Mogg, not Mauggs.
In the third place, Ted Gehrke is
program advisor for the Student
Union and I am assistant sports
information director in the
Intercollegiate Athletics Department. Neither Mr. Gehrke or
myself are employed by the
Physical Education Department.
I sincerely hope some effort is
made to correct these errors, since
they harm the credibility of Mr.
Gehrke, myself, the Student Union
Program Board, the Intercollegiate Athletics Department
andyesthe Spartan Daily as
well.
Jack Mogg
Asst. Sports Information Director

(iroot) (-1))?
Editor:
Let f(z) be analytic in a domain
omega, and let gamma be a simple
closed curve inside omega whose
interior is also contained in omega.
If Z1 is any point interior to
gamma, then the value of f( Z1 ) is
given by the reciprocal of the
quantity two times pi times i(i
equals root (-1), times the integral
of the quotient of f(Z) and ( Z-Z1 ),
times the differential of Z,
evaluated around the closed path
gamma.
Therefore, the anologue Mr.
Bunzel is congruent to Mr. Reagan
Mr.
to
congruent
being
Nixon,(Q.E.D.).
Inspired by the late and great,
Mr. Euler.
Kamuela Jacobs
Mathematics Major

Mother outraged
After reading another article on
welfare mothers attending college
and the problems they encounter, I
feel I must respond with outrage
and inform the general public there
are some good feelings between
welfare department and student
mothers.
First, I would like to clarify two
misconceptions of Mrs. X’s in the
article. All student loans may or
may not be reported to one’s
eligibility worker. Loans are not
classified as income, but as a legal
debt that must be repaid:
therefore, the welfare department
disregards all loans in computing
eligibility for assistance. Also, any
moneys earned on work-study
programs are not taxablefederal
or state, so they are not necessary
to report.
Another fallacy is theat the
welfare department encourages
mothers to train for a marketable
skill. This is not necessarily true,
according to my and my friends’
experiences. Having an undeclared
major and later as a political
science major, I have received aid.
Is this a marketable skill? At no
time was another program of study
suggested.
The only problem I encountered
was the personal questions and red
tape involved. But one must
remember these moneys are given
to student mothers and others. No
government --federal, state,
county, or city owes anyone a
living or even a bare subsistence
only the opportunity to earn it for
one’s self. No where in the Constitution does it state that an
agency must financially support
any segment of its people.
In addition, I was treated with
consideration kindness, and understanding. Help was offered for
any problems that arose during my
time of receiving aid. At no time
was I made feel as a second-class

citizen but as someone who need
help.
Perhaps the welfare program f
some student mothers need ii
provement but the program
made up of people and people a
subject to limitations and erro)
To the people who have h
problems with the welfa
department: work to change t
system.
Jacqueline A. Na
Political Science Maj

Judgement
questioned
Editor:
Thanks to Susan Hathaway f
her extensive review last Friday
our recent publications; but
reference to SAMISDAT, h
literary judgement is to
seriously questioned.
For example, Scott Sande
Warchild may be "boring a
dumb," but it somehow won h
this year’s George Henn.
Memorial Fellowship from Philli
Exeter Academy --one of t
largest and most prestigio
awards open to young writers
this country.
That our current issue "does)
warrant production" is a char
wholly refuted by reader respon
to date; nor has our suppos
"downward trend" yet been not
by others. We’re doing differ(
things, yes; and perhaps growi
up a little, too.
I do very much apprecik
Susan’s comments on my o)
work, and of course commend t
interest in an area other Spart
Daily writers steadfastly igno)
Merritt Clift,
Editor-hi-Chit
SAMISDAT and THE TOM
ANTHOLOGY
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Groups accuse Daily of biased reporting
By Lee Fuller
The Spartan Daily was accused of being a "very mediocre
and biased newspaper" at the A.S. Council meeting
yesterday.
Susan Gliner, spokesperson for the Anti-Imperialist
Coordinating Committee, in a letter presented to the council
listed a variety of charges against the Daily.
According to the letter, the Daily does not represent all
factions of the campus and accused the Daily of being "antithird world."
Spartan Daily editor Lee Smaus was dismayed by the
charges.
"Frankly I’m sick and tired of this type of charges,"

Smaus said. "They are untrue, unfounded and come from the
vested interests on campus."
She questioned the timing of the charges saying, "It’s more
then a coincidence these groups waited to present their
demands until after the election.
"Most politicians believe it is not a good idea to anger the
press during election time," she said.
The letter, signed by spokespersons for the Black Students
On Campus, the Economic Students Association, the Radical
Student Union, the We Want a Say In Our Education Committee,The Young Socialist Association, UFW Support
Committee, the Organization of Arab Students, MECHA and
the Iranian Students Association, accused the Daily of being

"under the undemocratic control of its hand picked staff."
Gliner presented a plan to make the Spartan Daily "independent from administrative pi essurc."
The plan included the following four demands:
The creation of a weekly community page.
Marking "censored" articles "censored" at the bottom.
An arrangement to solve the letters to the editor
signature problem.
A daily editorial page.
The council, after listening the charges and demands,
issued an invitation to Smaus, and the editors of the Sedition,
an A.S. funded underground nevx,paper, to attend next
week’s council meeting.

9 out of 10
San Jose
State grads
never think
of joining
The Peace Corps
or VISTA.

Workshop gives job seeking women help
By Gail Wesson
Job opportunities are
opening up for women in
formerly male occupations
and there is need for job
seeking information according to results of a
workshop held Wednesday in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.

itself.
Panelists Kathy Smith and
the
Rohe
of
Gladys
and
center
placement
Virginia O’Reilly of student
in the role of seeker of a
professional job need the
same information as men
have used.

Strategies
"Job-Finding
for Women," sponsored by
the Career Planning and
Placement Center, centered
on the basic problems of selfevaluation, job market
research and the job search

Women should begin to
think of jobs as stepping
stones to
better
opportunities, according to
O’Reilly.
Many women have only

had prior volunteer job
experiences when applying
for professional jobs. "Speak
about whatever you’ve done
in a positive way," Smith
emphasized.

function or equivalent experience may be to the
woman’s advantage, Smith
said.
If the woman doesn’t have
recent paid experience the
more professional a woman
treats volunteer experience,
"the more professional the
employer will see it," she
explained.
With whatever experience,
Rohe said, "try to sell
yourself in th best possible
way."
"With a tight job market
you must go with what

Rohe explained that labels
shouldn’t be put on past job
experiences. For the woman,
the function in the job
capacity should be emphasized rather than the job
title.
If a position description
calls for professional experience, the emphasis on

Life with Milton the mole

Trading diapers for snakes
For 15 years Anne Ritchison has been intimate
friends with creatures from
termites to chinchillas to
snakes to a gila monster.
Ritchison’s friends are
residents of the SJSU
Science Materials Center
which she runs in the
basement of the old science
building.
The center house live and
stuffed animals, skeletonsincluding the human one
named Leonard --models,
pictures, and rocks. All are
available to students and
teachers for classroom use.
"When my children didn’t
need as much supervision, I
applied for the job because
I’d always been interested in
science," she said.
Now instead of changing
diapers and fixing baby
bottles, Ritchison bathes
turtles and feeds live mice to
snakes.
Like children, animals
-need attention" claimed
Anne, who starts every

Zebra trio
gives plea:
’not guilty’
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Three young black men
pleaded innocent yesterday
to charges they murdered
three of 13 persons killed in a
wave: of random Zebra street
attacks on whites.
Municipal Court Judge
Agnes O’Brien Smith set bail
at $250,000 each for Manuel
Moore, 29; Larry C. Green,
22, and J.C. Simon, 29.
She also tightened a gag
order against prejudicial
publicity on the case.

Spartan Daily

a

morning with a "good
morning to Milton the mole.
Milton has been a science
center resident for two
years.
"Most of our animals have
been here four or five
years," she said.
Rithcison attributed the
longevity to proper diets,
keeping the animals clean
and being responsive to
needs for attention.
Helping students overcome their fear of handling
animals has been "one of my
most
rewarding
experiences," she said as she
brought out the beady-eyed
mole.
Ritchison
periodically
gives grammar school

Second class postage paid at San
Member of
Jose, California
California Newspaper PublisherS
Association and the Associated
Press Published daily by San Jose
State University, except Saturday
and Sunday. during the college
year
The Opinions expressed
herein are no? necessarily those of
the Associated Students, the
the
College Administration or
Department of Journalism and
Advertising Subscriptions ac
epted only on a remainder of
Full academic
semester basis
year. S9 each Semester. 14 10 Off
campus price per Copy, II cents
Advertising 277
Phone 277 3101
3171 Press of Erich Printing, San
Jose

classes tours of the center.
"I try to get teachers to
use live materials rather
than books," she said.
"So many of our materials
can be used to motivate
reading, writing and art,"
she said.
Another animal that can
be checked out of the center

tomorrow
Protesters are planning a
demonstration against US
support of the Chilean junta
tomorrow in front of the
Chilean Consulate in San
Francisco.
Rides to the demonstration
will leave from the student
union at 10:30

is a three-foot red tail boa
constrictor.
Ritchison also captures
and preserves butterflies for
display cases.
Students, faculty and staff
with I.D. cards can check the
animals out from the center.
Preference is given to
student teachers.

Special sitideni
manual

mo.-$8.00
3 mo.$21.00

i’Fi’l:tl IC

$12.50
$17.50 IBM

San Jose Typewriter Co.,Inc.
24 South Second-293-6383Established 1900

Prudent
Student
I

I

Fimmeing ANitilable
(leasing)

375 SO. MARKET ST. 286-6500
PRESENT STUDENT BODY CARD FOR DISCOUNT

ON CAMPUS
STUDENT UNION (BOOKSTORE)
May 6--10
9 a.m.--3 p.m.

VETERANS

ARE YOU MAN ENOUGH
TO TALK TO SENATOR
ALFRED ALOUIST?

The Senator is coming to
the Costanoan Room on
Friday, May 10th from 12-1PM, for a question and answer period about
the Legislature and problems facing Veterans. For further info Call:
277-2486.

SPORTS PRESENTS
A live broadcast of the

8th Annual
Tonight May 10

AirTime 7 p.m.

-

Address

I

KSJS/90.7 FM

Varsity Alumni Game

’ .....Hutch,
,
s coast
r.i ,mast (Grad student,
irid faculty. too ) Just mail this ii
to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Dept . Suite 200.
205 So Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills, CA 90212
’Jame

Also
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Apply nowgo into training
for VISTA this summer, for
Peace Corps this fall.

TYPEWRITERS RENTED

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS

NEW FIATS

SPOKANE, Wash. (AP) The man who administered
the Hearst food giveaway
program says the People in
Need organization will sue
some firms that supplied
meat to it.
A.
Ludlow
Kramer,
Washington secretary of
state, said at least one meat
packer will be named in a
damage suit because it
supplied meat with 75 per
cent fat content.
Kramer managed the 35day food supply program for
Randolph
A.
Hearst,
president and editor of the
San Francisco Examiner,
who was attempting to win
release of his daughter,
Patricia, from the Symbionese Liberation Army.
Kramer told a press
conference in Spokane that
the meat was so poor it was
necessary
to
order
replacement supplies at
triple the normal price.
Kramer said at yesterday’s news conference that
the suit would be sponsored
by the People in Need
program, a unit of Neighbors
in Need, the similar food
distribution program in
Washington state.
He said poor quality meat
provided by the nation’s
major meat packers "almost
destroyed the program and
could have been terribly
detrimental
to
Patty
Hearst."

Hey,
et
number 10:

Haw.

I.

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

Food group
plans to sue
meat firms

related to the particular kind
of job you’re looking for."
She said a tailored letter is
often better than a resume
because it is more specific
and mentions things related
to the particular job.
"When you make up the
document, you decide what
you want to emphasize,"
Rohe said.
Smith said an individual
woman must show herself a
little different than other
applicants.
"You do you’re very best
to psych out what they
want," she said.
O’Reilly said women must
clarify what job area they
want to get into and then
identify qualifications and
combine the experience they
have had to fit into the job.

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF’

Anti-Chile
protest set

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934

Kathie Mineral

Anne Ritchison plays with snake

you’ve got," Smith added.
application
Resumes,
letters and interviews are
another part of the job
search.
"The important part of a
resume is that it doesn’t
have to look any particular
way," Smith said. "You
want each resume to be

.
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Reed magazine
offers potpourri
of literary styles

Off the Record

Flags, patriotism
fly on Cash disc
By Debbie Carvahlo
When people think of
Johnny Cash, they think of
prisons, drugs, or a hard life,
but rarely do they think of
the American flag, mom,
apple pie or the girl next
door.
In his latest release, Cash
has provided something for
the sentimental American or
just plain human being.
Old
Flag"
"Ragged
features 12 songs conveying
Cash’s feelings about mother
earth, particularly the
American life. The title song,
was written in about 10
minutes.
"It came out faster than I
could write it down. I didn’t
even have control over it,"
recalled Cash.
The song, spoken by Cash
Shenendoah
with
an
background played on the
harmonica
by
Charlie
McCoy, relives the life of the
flag.
While listening to the song,
one might look over the
cover of the album which
simply is a picture of a 50star banner with powder
burns and holes as Cash
proudly points to "his" flag.
Cash speaks of how the
flag crossed the Delaware
with Washington and was
burned as Francis Key Scott
wrote "Oh say can you see."
"The flag has gone
everywhere Uncle Sam has
sent her. He had been abused,
burned, dishonorea, denied
and the government for
which she stands has been
scandalized. But she’s in
good shape for the shape
she’s in. And she’ll do fine
because she’ll stand a whole
lot more.
"On second thought, I am
mighty proud of that ragged
old flag."
After hitting the listener
with that "want to make you
stand up and cheer" song,

Cash lets out with a pollution
song, "Don’t Go Near the
Water."
He sings, "don’t go near
the water anymore, because
the water isn’t water
anymore and the fish lie
dead upon the shore." This
song has so much realism
that the fisherman might not
wish to fish anymore.
And if you think the
fisherman has it bad, Cash
quickly switches to a truck
driving song. And it isn’t one
of those glorious songs about
how truck drivers have
waitresses waiting in every
stop. No. Cash in his "All I
Do is Drive" drive, drive,
when I can get "fuel, fuel,
fuel that is," portrays the
grim life of a truck driver.
In this cut, he recalls how
drivers feel they have
nothing in common with a
man who works eight to five
and has a family to home to.
If one isn’t impressed by
truck driver song, Cash has
written and recorded a song
about man’s best friend, a
dog. Called "Good Morning
Friend," the record says, "I
feel like a million since I got
you living in, You’re the light
in the darkest night and
you’re the bright star in the
morning."
However, probably the
most impressive song was
his "I’m a Worried Man," a
song about a man who has
lost his job, but "hungry
babies don’t understand
papa’s a worried man."
"I can’t feed my family
’cause I don’t own a money
tree, but I’ll get a job, I don’t
know how or where, but I’ll
get a job," takes one back to
Cash’s hard life before he
made the break from drugs
and prison.
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Bo Diddley to appear in Men’s Gym

Nightlife

Varietyblues to bluegrass
Alfred J. Bru
The metaphysical TODD RUNDGREN, whose legend
comprises skin tight-crushed velvet suits, painted rainbows
in his hair and flashy "punky" rock, will appear in concert
togingt for one show only at the WINTERLAND ARENA in
San Francisco.
Rundgren has worked with such funky, Top 40 groups as
The New York Dolls and Grand Funk Railroad aside from his
former glitter band, The Nazz.
After the success of his hit single, "Hello It’s Me," Rundgren has formed a new band, UTOPIA, that is accentuated
by a moog sythenisizer sound that attempts to carry the band
into "futuristic realms".
The time machine will be jammed into reverse tomorrow
night at Winterland when B.B. KING resurrects the blues by
showing that the thrill is not gone from his biting, Gibson
stereo guitar named Lucille.
King started his career in 1949 with the recording "Three
O’Clock Blues" and has gone on to influence several blues
guitarists, including the undisputed rock guitarist king Eric
Clapton.
King’s brother, FREDDIE, also a top name in the blues
world, will precede "B.B." with his own band.
Starting the evening’s activities will be the NEW
STONEGROUND BAND that features the vocals of Jo Baker
and the driving beat of ex-Hot Tuna player Sammy Piazza.
One of the hottest and rhythmically tight bands to emerge
from the Bay Area, COLD BLOOD, will come to SJSU
Wednesday evening for a concert in the MEN’S GYM.
Blood is pumped by the pulsating and heart throbbigg
Lydia Pense, whose glass-shattering vocals and incredibly
sexy stage mannerisms should be enough to entice mouth
watering applause from the audience.
Juicing up the bill will be the rock ’n roll oldtimer BO
DIDDLEY, whose band will feature the guitar playing talent
of his half-sister, NORMIGENE (THE DUCHESS) WOFFORD.
Diddley holds the attendance record for a one week
engagement at New York’s Apollo Theater, formerly held by
Sammy Davis Jr. and has played for former President John
F. Kennedy.
FUNERAL WELLS, a rock band, will open the show.
Tickets, which cost $3 for students and $4 for the gerneral
public, can be purchased at the San Jose Box Office or at the
A.S. Business Office in teh Student Union.

For good blues, make it Saturday night to the BODEGA in
Campbell and see guitarist FREDDY KING.
Tomorrow The BODEGA will feature the Mick Jagger of
the Jesus-freak set, NORMAN GREENBAUM and his band
CROSSFIRE. Greenbaum’s one and only claim to musical
fame was a religious anthem called "Spirit in the Sky." The
evening should prove to be enlightening if nothing else.
The JOINT EFFORT COFFEEHOUSE will be the place
for dancers beginning tonight at 8. The Coffeehouse is
sponsoring a dance marathon that will run until 8 p.m.
Sunday.
Refreshments are included in the admission price and a $50
prize is offered for the couple who can boogie the longest.
Music will be provided by the FUNERAL WELLS band and a
number of reel-to-reel tapes.
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Appearing tonight at THE ODYESSEY ROOM in Sunis
movie
world
nyvale will be HEAT WAVE. Abetter bet will be Monday The
becoming a disaster areas evening’s performance of stimeground.
.. DIRTY BUTTER will be playing their usual earthy brand literally - since producers
of jug-band music tonight and tommorrow night at have realized that millions
can be mined from sagas of
ORIGINAL SAMS in San Jose.
atoms, insects,
The senuous art of belly dancing will be put to a test Sunday man vs.
other
at the OAKRIDGE MALL on Blossom Hill when MISS earthquake, fire and
CYRENE attempts to break the belly dancing record that is disasters.
We’ve got to give the
recorded in the "Guinnes Book of Records." The record is
they can’t
five hours. All the money that is donated will go to help the public something
get on television," argues
Mentally Retarded Foundation.
of
Appearing at the BOARDING HOUSE in San Francisco Jennings Lang, executive
and a leader
will be MERLE TRAVIS along with the THE GREENBRIAR MCA-Universal
in the diaster industry.
BOYS.
He is the one who induced
Travis, who designed the well known Fender Guitar, will
Mario Puzo to write an
be playing some smooth country guitar pieces while The
origianl story for "EarGreenbrier Boys will be doing their thing with bluegrass.
thquake," in which a large
Tonight at the KEYSTONE BERKELEY, blues and rock
part of Los Angeles is
guitarist JOHN LEE HOOKER will lay down his usual tight
destroyed. The movie is now
show. Saturday the Keystone will feature WILLIE BOB and
being filmed.
LUIS GASCA.
Another Universal project
GIDEON AND POWER will take over on Sunday.
is "Hindenberg," in which
For a somewhat mellow mood, drop into the THE GREAT
Robert Wise will reproduce
AMERICAN MUSIC HALL in San Francisco and give a listen
to the big band sound of DON ELLIS.
And for a little "salsa" in the weekend menue, drive up to
the UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO tomorrow and near
EL CHICANO.

THE BIRD CAGE
640
S. Winchester
(Dancers)

EL RANCHO

MAKE IT
YOUR HOME
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1
HOME ...
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"Dream" is pure enjoyment, a funny flight of
fantasy while "The Narrow
Road" beautifully blends
everyday copings with ancient wisdoms.
There are many interesting things in this latest
Reed and the nominal price
of 75 cents makes it a
bargain for anyone who likes
to read.

with misunderstandings,
until they resolve to their
own "design of living."
Directing and designing
the show will be former San
University
State
Jose
student Roger Spiecher with
lighting by Jerry Grantham.
Featured in the cast will be
Cherie Weinhert as Gilds,
Charles Boyer as Leo and

xxtrm

Steve Lambert as Otto.
Additional cast members
include Anatole Lubovich,
Anna
Chavez,
George
Lester, Judith Sutton, Kim
Edwards, Elizabeth Travis
and Angele Gutierrez.
Ticket information may be
obtained by phoning 287-1858.
The show is also scheduled to
play May 18 and 19.

IN
THE BAY AREA
LIVE NUDE SHOW
EVERY HOUR
from TT A.M.
/du,
EXPLICIT. HARDCORE

color -

ADULT
MOVIES sound
3285. BASCOM AVE. OPEN 11 A.M.
Escorted lodies Free

EVERY MON. HITE 9 P
PRIZE MONEY 40.00.2500

PITCHER BEER
4-6

15 00

10 00

CINEMAS 182
CAMBRIAN
HILASDALT

PM

1116

SUBMARINES FROM 790
TV
_FUN MUSIC POOL
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SAM’S’
:ORIGINAL
Presents
I

SPEEDWAY
(I TULLY RD.) 251-1401

"ATTENTION ALL GIRLS"
AMATEUR
NUDE DANCE CONTEST

ANCHOR STEAM BEER

ii

SAT.NIGHT4315pu
TIME MATS 7eu
SAN JOSE

"NUDE DANCERS"

CORNER 3rd 1 SANTA CLARA

HAPPY HOUR FROM

HASCAIR

THE LOVELIEST

RE.X.PTY1 WO!

COCKTAILS

the destruction of the German dirigible. George (’
Scott will star in the film

THE PINK POODLE
THEATRE
- plyserit

Guild to play Coward comedy
Noel Coward’s comedy
"Design for Living," which
concerns itself about a lighthearted, triangular
romance, will play tonight
and tomorrow at the Montgomery Theater in San
Jose.
The
play
is
being
presented by the San Jose
Theater Guild in conjunction
to its 40th anniversary
celebrating its conception.
"Design for Living" is set
in Paris, London and New
York as it tells of three
"beautiful people" who
move in the 1930’s high
society.
Gilda,
an
interior
decorator; Otto, a painter;
and Leo the playwright
frantically fall in and out of
love with each other as they
assend the ladder of success.
Eventually, they tangle

in Reed was accidental but it
offers something for many
differing tastes.
Those who like the avant
garde style of running,
allegorical writing can read
Jerald Janicki’s story
"Normalcy and Lunacy," a
tale which attempts to poke
holes in strained conformity.
People with more conservative literary tastes
have Bob McAndrews’ "The
Hustle." This story concerns
two mismatched people who
meet in a laundromat and
tells how they relate-and
don’t relate.
The poetry is much the
same as the prose. Some
poems
are
stream -of consciousness
and
allegorical while others are
simple and direct. Particularly good are "Dream"
by Naomi Clark and a
selection from Nils Peterson’s "The Narrow Road.

Movie makers attempt
to offer what TV can’t

65

Open at 7.45
Show starts at 8:15

Offering a potpourri of
literature from writers b)th
on and off campus, the riost
recent issue of Reed
magazine appeared on sale
this week.
Reed is produced annually by students in the
SJSU English Department,
but the current Reed has
departed from tradition in
several ways.
According to Bill Swanson,
Reed editor, this current
issue is the second Reed to
year.
this
appear
Previously, the magazine
had only been published
annually. The current Reed
is also the first issue to include works of non-SJSU
students; it is the second to
have contributions from
SJSU professors.
Somewhat smaller than
the previous Reed, the
current issue contains a
diversity of literary styles in
both the many poems and the
six short stories included.
The styles vary from the
loose streaming prose of K.J.
Linhein’s "A Sort Of An
Occulation," a sad story of
war and emptiness, to "Your
Fingers Are Not You" by
Pattiann Rogers, a nice
poem of straightforward
images.
According to Swanson, the
style diversity of the works

-
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TV repair information available
By Jim Esterbrooks
television
Fraudulent
repair, which many consumers are aware of, is more
prevalent in the Santa Clara
Valley than anywhere in
Northern California, according to Donald Peacock,
chairman of the California
Bureau of Television Repair
Services.
Peacock added, however,
that the valley shouldn’t be
singled out as the only bad
you find
area, because
fraudulent repair shops in
any large urban area."
Peacock credits his bureau
for saving California con-

Ziedan Atashi

Speech set
for Hillel
by consul
The Consul of Israel in
New York, Ziedan Atashi,
will be guest speaker today
at 12:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room at the
SJSU Hillel meeting.
A Hillel spokesman said
Atashi’s topic will be the
situation between Israel and
the Arabs.
Atashi was born in Osifiya,
Israel and has held his
present position with the
pConsulate General of Israel
in New York since August,
1972.

repair can call either the
Better Business Bureau or
the California Bureau of
Television
Repair and
submit names of dealers
they have thought of
patronizing. The bureaus
then check their files on the
dealers, and relay their
information on the repair
shop to the consumer.
Peacock emphasized that
consumers should utilize
other measures too, in
seeking honest repair work.
He listed six points that
appeared in an A.S. Con-

than
more
sumers
$12,500,000 annually from
dishonest repairmen, and
together with the Better
Business Bureau, it serves
as the consumer’s main ally
in this field.
was
bureau
The
established in 1963, and
requires each of the state’s
9,000 repair shops to register
with it. Through this
registration the bureau
maintains a folder on each
shop, thus keeping track of
their performance records.
A person in need of TV

sumer Switchboard investigation on television
repair. They were:
bait
adAvoid
vertisements-those offering
free or very low-priced
service calls, or other
"gimmicky"
seemingly
ploys.
s Request an estimate for
the repairs. The dealer is
required by law to honor this
request.
Make sure the dealer is
registered with the Bureau
of Television Repair Services. The dealer is guilty of

a misdemeanor if he isn’t
registered.
Choose an established
dealer if at all possible.
When choosing a service
dealer, request the price of
the service calls and find out
exactly what is included.
Check with the Better
Business Bureau, or the
of
California
Bureau
Television Repair to see if
the dealer has a clean
record.

compound at Key Biscayne,
the lawyer said.
"There’s a very interesting legal argument
going on in there," said Sen.
Lowell P. Weicker Jr., RConn., as the committee
adjourned for lunch.
Weicker said Frates did
most of the talking in the 21/2
hour morning session and
that the committee did not
discuss a draft of its final
report, the announced
subject of the meeting.
Frates would not comment
on exeactly what was asked
of the committee, but some
senators present said his aim
was to quash the committee’s subpoena.

You got a letter
from home and
there was just
a letter inside.
You owe yourself an Oly.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS -join a college age
ballet class at Eufraila Schoot of
Ballet
Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes,
individuai
attention
Bever);
Eutratia Grant. director, 241 1300

or submarine.
Talk it over with your local
recruiter. Call him at 273-7377.
Or send in the attached coupon.

Be a success in The New Navy

SANCTUARY. selected writings bY
Jon Christopher Bilingual English
French edition Spartan Bookstore
SWEEPING COLLEGE CAMPUSES
is Berkman’s "The Prophit". "a
cleverly eloquent and humorous
critique of today’s American
society " At Spartan Books or from
pub( . W Kushner, 1335 N Baker.
Stockton, Ca 95203 52 95 PPd

AVOID THE BIG KUNG -FU RIPOFF
learn to detect avoid the many
phoney Kung fu studio; many
devious methods exposed! Learn
what Kung fu really is about. Guide
also covers various styles, where to
look for best instruction, etc. 52 ppd.
Henry Sakaida, Box 4116, Mt. View,
Ca. 94040

Zip

WANTED: Hi Fi w 8 track & record
player reasonable
297-6079.
WANTED Furn , dishes, rnisc

1 BEDROOM IN HOUSE, SlOOrno.
kitchen priv , color tv, Call Ann 923
5873

ONE BDRM, FURN. APT. on 13th St
for summer Low $85 mu 297.0400
9 00 am or 10 00 Pm

4

2 STUDIOS FOR RENT S110 near
campus S125 2 miles from campus.
452 S. 3rd. and 1058 N. 4th Call 295
7438 or 286-2404

LOST & FOUND

FOOT BLACKLIGHT
S23.95
COMPLETE 18" BLACKLIGHT
$1299 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES $7 50 INCENSE
PACK OF 25 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS
75 cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
PIPES AND
FROM
INDIA
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 80 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
cents per pound Any amount Phone
293 2954
TR6 ’73 S4500 Brown Tan inter 14.000
rni extended warranty 18 mpg 078
9333 before 3 pm or after 12 am
MM BOLEX REX IV movie
camera, reflex, Turret w fantastic
50mm kinap tik lens, variable
speeds & shutter synch sound
possible frame counter 1575 Call 578
2495

GETTING MARRIED? Wedding
gown, sire 67 veil head piece plus 2
brides maids dresses, shoes at half
cost Call 297 3610
LARGE Grey Metal Desk w
typewriter, well & 4 drawers. $30 at
Newman Center 79S. 0th St 295 1771

SLEEP WORKSHOP tonight! Run by
Dave Raynal from Stanford Sleep
Clinic 7.30 pm Costanoan Rrn 25
cents Sponsored by Peer Drop In
Center

WANTED
for
CANVERSSERS
Encyclopedia BritannIca IS hrs a
week 52 50 hr Must have neat ap
pearance enioy people & walking!
Call Parnala Yant 289 1351

AUDITION Feature length film. Shoot
in June on Pensla. Females. 1825.
long hair, sm frame. pretty eyes. 25
35 mid cis wife type, Males: 253S
avg bld. & 30-50, [Irk hair, outdoor
type. Audition Sunday, May 12th
Info & appt. 246 2962

COUPLES, SINGLES-reliable. cop ,
for live in child, pet, houSesitting
assignments Good wages. Mom &
board. benefits Transportation refs
req. HOUSEPARENTS PLAN, 3424
Rambow Dr . Palo Alto 94306 14151
493 4443

MOTHER’S DAY PRINT SALE, May
101h 10,30 3 prn Slide Room 135, Art
Bldg
19th 70th Century original
graphics, including. Deumier, Art
Nouveau, Art Deco, & Geom. Ex.
408 356 1727

MANAGER NEEDED for 12 unit apt..
on 23rd St near S Clara Choice of 1
bdrm 151351 or 2 bcIrrn ($2001 Will
reduce rent 5410. Call Dave Chase at
2491150 Or 9679612

AUTO.MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPEDOFF?
Call CSIS, originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused Call 289 8681 or stop
by 404 So 3rd St Second hoer (3rd
& San Salvador)
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
F armers Ins Group 25 prr cent
discount for 30 GPA low non smoker
rates also Call days 948 0223
CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH.
Skilled mechanic specializing in
Foreign Economy & Sport cars
Tuneup, repair & front end align
went Open Sat Bring this ad for
discount 29736W 790 N 13 St
JOURNEYMAN MACHANIC will
save yOu $ on auto repairs Major
repairs on foreign cars Minor only
on American cars Ex VW tune up
S22 total, all work guaranteed.
STEVE GEDDES 275 0927
AUTO INSURANCE, Specializing in
Auto and Motorcycle Insurance for
students Lowest rates available all
applicants placed regardless of
record Call Mike Foley at 241 3900
tor quotation

PERSIAN KITTENS for sale 2 cream
colored males 8 wks purebred but
no papers $30 Call 293 1671

State

UNFURNISHED I bedroom apart
men! S125 mo 140 No. 15th St Call
244 3650

’57 VW VAN, carpeted, wood paneling.
bed or seats, economical & depen
dable 36 hp 3750 Firm 266 8093 Ron

Name

City

HOUSING

FRIDAY FLICKS presents "The Life
and Times of Judge Roy Bean"
Stars Paul Newman, Roddy
McDowell, Anthony Perkins. "If this
story ain’t true . it should have
been" 7 & 10 pm Morris Dailey 50
cents by Alpha Phi Omega

SAVE THIS AD Most maiOr brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 752 2018
after S Pm

Address

’63 FORD GALAXIE S350 or best offer
AM FM radio, good running con
clition Call 243 4997 eves.
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PHOTOGRAPH NUDE FIGURE
MODELS. Studio, strobe flash, and
model provided THE PHOTO
GALLERY 792 4715

NUPOC ROOM 813
FEDERAL OFFICE BLDG.
OAKLAND, CA. 94612
1515 CLAY STREET
Gentlemen: tam interested. Please forward more information
on Nuclear Propulsion Officer requirements.
Age

Special Guest-Dick Tuck!

Admission:
$1.00

SPROUTS" Sandwiches All kinds
for lunch & dinner 122 E San
Salvador Near the University Cali
295 5402 for take out

FOR SALE
SEND TO

Tuesday-May 14-12:00 noon Student Union

Sat. 8:30

LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
2644 Ashby Ave Berkeley, Ca 94705
Be a New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books

AUTOMOTIVE

program (designed by Atomic
Energy Commission), the most
exciting challenge of their lives.
A challenge that offers an ambi.
tious college graduate an exciting
future as a Naval Officer, with
his first assignment being a
nuclear -powered surface ship

the independent
Democrat for Governor

CLASSIFIED

HELP Common Cause Members,
Prop 9 supporters, Please Call 14151
319 0596

Aboard every Navy nuclear powered ship, there are officers from
colleges just like this one. The point
is that to be considered for this
extraordinary program, you don’t
have to go to the Naval Academy...
or join the NROTC. What the Navy
needs now are some very special
college graduates who aren’t
afraid to find out how good they
really are. Who will consider our
extensive and demanding training

WILLIAM
MATSON ROTH

Wine and
cheese party

Wednesday, the Miami
Herald said the Internal
Revenue Service has begun a
new examination of Rebozo’s
bank records.

TALENTED songwriters & creative
groups wanted by MUSIC Publisher
Producer Call 14081 292 2222
10 SPEED BIKE Woman’s Raleigh
Ex cond most see $35 Moving must
sell Call 279 2459 aft 5 pm

If you’re good enough,
you can be a
Navy Nuclear Officer.

Meet and talk with

HILLEL

’Stop subpoena’ Rebozo
WASHINGTON ( AP ) Charles G. "Bebe" Rebozo
asked the Senate Watergate
committee yesterday to
subpoena
its
quash
demanding access to his
personal financial records
since 1963.
Few details could be
learned immediately but
William Frates, Rebozo’s
attorney, said things the
committee is seeking include
Rebozo’s grocery bills as
maintained in the records of
a Key Biscayne, Fla.,
grocery.
Also sought were records
of a plumber who has done
work at Rebozo’s house
inside the presidential

Sell it with a Spartan Daily Classified Advertisement

IWO VW BUS low mileage call eve
after 4 pm 779 9627 excellent con
dltion

HELP WANTED

WOULDN’T YOU RATHER WORK IN
HAWAII THIS SUMMER? For
information and application send $2
to Hawaiian Summers Dept 2F, 1837
Kalakaua Suite as. Honolulu, Hawaii
96815
ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLERS perm
part time applications now being
accepted. Student must be dex
terious, and must work w. delicate
materials, good vision. and depth
perception required S1.45 hr
.06
cents a unit Ave is 12 13 units per hr.
Call 287 4040
MANAGER For apts. 48 South 4th St.
FREE apt plus commission. Leave
phone no. at 287 0437 before 9 pm
COUNSELORS (Single women 20 351
to teach Guitar, Canoeing, Gym
nastics, Photography & Yearbook,
Tennis, Synch swim, Typing
"E S L " for fine High Sierra girls
camp. Exper Jun. 18 Aug 21. Call
415 967 4797 Day or Eve.
MUSICAL COMEDY DIRECTOR (21
501 to direct 7 shows for fine High
Sierra girls camp. Exper. Call 415
967 4297
AUTO MECHANIC (Minor repairs),
Electrician’s Ant &Gen Maint for
High Sierra Camp. Exper 415 967
5612
STUDENTS,
HOUSEWIVES
&
UNEMPLOYED. Quick selling
household products needs the right
person to handle Quick money
maker Work lull or part time Call
259 1427 for appointment Ask for
Bob Stroughter or Al Torres
OVERSEAS JOBS
Australia,
Europe, 5
America, Africa,
Students all professions and oc
cupations S700 to 53030 monthly
Expenses paid, overtime sight
seeing, Free information TRANS
WORLD RESEARCH CO Dept Al
PD Box 603, Corte Madera, CA
94925

FOUND Small dog, male, long hair,
gray tan & white Call 967.0549
LOW SUMMER RATES: S95 for clean.
I bdrrn turn apt hot & cold water &
FREE parking
garbage pd
Tradewinds AptS Reserve NOW,
288 7474 or 292 4059

MOTHER OLSON’S:
campus Linen 8.
Color TV. Kit priv,
share. 25 single 122
9504

4 houses near
Maid service.
Parking 19 SO
N 8th St 795

MEN -large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & Outside
entrance. 406 S 11th St.
NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls
197 S 10th $61 my shared cabs 293 9991
BOYS 69 5 9th St S15 my $SS share
29r 9104 ALSO 4,8 5 6th St 545 mu SSO
shared Kitchen or iv 292 4552 Cheri,
ovr sornmrr rides
THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
TOW Dark wooden interior. 3 bdrm
30th turn, yard Where at? St. John
St between 10 11th $260 mo 2619367
WILLOW GLEN APT. Own room 585
Bike, bus to SJSU Quiet Grad , Up
Div Female, non smoker Helen 269
3077 or 294 1025
PVT RM. in duplex for serious male
student next to Lucky’s bus, I, bib
from campus 297 6079
OFFICE OR STUDIO!) blk SJSU 555
Own entrance, toilet, darkroom No
kit or shower. Leave phone no for
P 14 King Hunarnities Dept or call
287 8437 before 9 pm
1 BDRM APT turn , outside deck,
block campus 5120 465 4 St Leave
phone no for P H King Humanities
Dept or call 287 8437 before 9 pm
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB-00
Ed Beautiful building, fireplace.
grand piano, inside courtyard, kit
color tv, ping pong. linen & maid
serv priv parking 57910 snare,
99 50 up to SI09 Sing 203 5 11th 293
7374
FURNISH APTS. Summer & Fall
Applications now available 230 E.
(across from
San Salvador St
Duncan Hall I Call "J.B " 794 6028 or
294 8758
SUMMER RATES, now available
thru. Sept Furnished 1 BrIrm. Apt.
at 11th L San Fernando 5100 mo. Call
779 5597 or 739 4510 ex. 2535 Ken
3 & 4 BEDROOM APT. Furn 1 blk
from campus Applications for
summer and Fall now available
Summer rent $155 399 S 17 St Sunset
Hall 297 2353
FURNISHED APTS. 23 Bdrrn. Large,
comfortable 101k campus Summer
& Fall Reasonable rates 379 4082
FURN. HOUSE 2.3. 8. 4 bdrms. for
summer & next school term Fire
place garbage disposal. frig L
freezer, volley ball & tennis court
Off street parking Call at 406 5 11th
St
CLEAN 3 BORN APT. 5165 rno 628 5
10th St Call 2955164
STUDIO one block from campus 560
rno incl utilities 36 S 101h St 198
6158 after 6 pm
YEAR ROUND RATES, 2 Bdrrn 4
plek Drapes, Carpeting, Laundry &
Storage facilities 5m pet ok 4 min
from SJSU 287 4069 or 7968931
HOUSE nice, furnished large two
story, five bedrooms, two baths.
Large din,ag & living room with
fireplace South 10th near school
Garage and ample off street
Parking Availalbe 6 15 for one year
rental agreement Call 252 4247

TRANSPORTATION

PERSONALS

EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
Eighth annual un regimented
student programs 8 wks in Europe,
13 wks. in Israel Europe. 6 wks.
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc 257 5240.

’SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
w C P and voice defect is looking
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female F REE rent
offered in exchange tor kindness &
companionship Call 2902300 alt 5
Prn
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY by Licenced and
Experienced Electrologist Located
off S Bascom Ave Renee Towers.
295 5911
- -MARRIAGE, proposed by non
smoking prosperous male, 45 to
woman faculty member or graduate
student 354 1358
NORA Happy Mothers Day tO a great
wife and mother, from a loving
husband and father J T
WANTED Cute little blond male,
driving 4 door red Volvo, and dark
haired Mexican friend w. beard.
RETURN BIKE FOR LICENSE NO
of car to the police, If no word by
May 20th promise to take action. 291.
4596

two
days

three f our
dayS days

F ive
days

Close
STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page 998 1869

3 lines

$1.50

2.00

2,25

2.40

2.50

.35

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.35

to

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s’ Reports Dissertations
Marianne Tarnberg 137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 356 4248 Los Gatos

FLYING SOON? Well, "it pays to be
Your TWA
young with TWA"
Bill
Representative
Campus
Crawford 225 7262 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at)? per
ent off with TWA Youth passport 8.
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7262 20, information after
5 00 For reservations call 298 6600
Or your local travel agent
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
S368 rd trip plus inter European
lights, rail passes, international ID
cards and more Ask for Barbara at
Student Services West. 235 East St
Clara. No 710 or phone 287 8301

LEAVING FOR NEW YORK MAY
be heading towards Long
3Ist,
island Car gets 30 mpg split gas
and toll Ask for Vinny at 227 (900
Female prefered

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle.
All Natural color, photography tor
your wedding You keep all photos
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album .
Budget priced for highest quality
work Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggie 292
2601
WRIBING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE. TYPING EDITING
CALL 2273593 Or 374 79(14
BEAUTIFUL WEDDING FLOWERS
Save 50 per cent off florist prices I)
yrs cop Discount Flowers 996 1252
or 344 6396
EXPERIENCED TYPIST eft it ion,
a«urafe term papers Coll Teresa
paue
249 3328 60

Sell it
with a
Spartan Daily

PHOTO STAMP your glossy photo on a
sheet of 100 stamps Gummed 8.
perforated Only 53 00 Stick on
resumes, letters etc Write PHOTO
STAMPS, 1601 Orchard View Dr
S J . Ca 95124 or call 266 5703
LEARN THE SENSUOUS ART OF
BELLY DANCE Beginning thru
Advanced Great exercise and fun
275 1521 7 8 pm or 294 1035 aft 9 pm
TYPIST Efficient. experienced. Pick
up and delivery 50 60 cents a page
259 0267

Classified
Advertisement.
Give us

FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS from
bridal bouquets to altar displays
Expert skill & special student
discount 293 3139 or 378 6351
NEED AN ADVISOR? TEL 269 1596
AM, EVE, HELP IN EDITING,
WRITING
THESES,
TERM
PAPERS, REPORTS. DISSER
TATION

a call at

A SPECIAL REPORT? IBM Cow
poser Typesetting looks like prin
ring. Students rates Call 226 4182

111-3115

For only 50 cents a day your
3 line message is read over
100,000 times a week. Spartan
Daily Clessified 277-3175.

Print Your Ad Here:

I. ach addit
lonal day

4 lines

EUROPE
ISRAEL - AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ISCA, 116137
ROUND CONTACT
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 LA
Calif 90049 TEL 12131 826.5669 or
17141 2813010

5109. CHARTER from S.F. to New
York June 5. TWA 707 Call Barbara
at Student Services West 257.8240

SERVICES

Classified Rates
one
day

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY HIGH quality wedding photography
Bay area rates SW
for LOWEST
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your choice, full set of
slides
BRIDE
KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES! Extra full color
Staff of 20
axle’s $125 each
Make an ap
photographers
then
pointment see our samples
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet. Call
779 1787 or 257 3161

B.B.-i love you. Note the mountain
climbers. Linda
LA DONA APTS. 1 bedroom apts. $115
summer rates w new carpets and
turn. Quiet atmosphere, near
campus. 3955. 4th SI. Call Ben, 7118.
8383 or John 356 5708

(l cunt aPProk, 37 letters and spaceS for each line)

Print Name

Each addltIonal line
Add
.50

.50
.50
.50
.50
Minimum three lines lThe nay

(’Ity

Check a Classification
) Announcements
) Automotive
) For Sale

( I Hell, Wanted
I ) ?lousing
( I L nst and f mind

Phone

_

Address

Current college year
HARMONICA in Scoot C Almost new
61 Chrornonica with sharp flat slide
4 octaves Paid 535. Asking S25 offer
298 3316

LOST Mar ia Norwegian Elkhound
male 6 rno Sil Blk pointed ears,
curled tail (sim Kees) needs Med
793 0906 or 998 0352

WEDDING INVITATIONS printed
Free Gift Every Order 794 1769 BY
Appointment Only Vern Hall

( ) Personals
(I Services
(I transportation

nclosed is $

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO SPARTAN
DAILY CLASSIFIED, SAN JOSE
STATE UNIV., SAN JOSE,
CALIF 95114

For

(Jays

*Deadline, Two days prior to
Publication
Consacutive publication dates
only
NO refuncIS on cancelled ads
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Soccer twin bill
slated tomorrow

SJSU old-timers, varsity meet at 7:30

Alum additions spice tonight’s grid tilt
Several last minute additions to the alumni roster and the
continued determination of the varsity squad, add up to an
interesting evening of football beginning at 7:30 p.m. tonight
at Spartan Stadium in the eighth annual varsity -alumni
game.
Alumni coach, Al Cementina i head coach at James Lick
High School, has announced the addition of Johnny Johnson
to the alumni roster. Johnson, presently an offensive backfield coach at U.C. Berkeley, is the No. 1 career rusher at SJSU, having piled up 1700 yards while here from 1960-62
Johnson is also a former defensive backfield coach for the
Spartans.
Another former Spartan who is a member of an opposing
coaching staff, is Sam Moore, a line coach at Long Beach
State. Moore will most likely see action as a starting offensive tackle. He is also a veteran of the Canadian Football
League having played offensive guard for the edmonton
Eskimos.

Ellis has completed 14 of 27 aerials for 126 yards in the pas
two spring tilts.
The varsity squad will be led offensively by quarterback
Craig Kimball and defensively by Dave Wasick.
Kimball, the sixth leading passer in the nation last year,
will be trying to connect with flanker Mike Hopkins and tight
end Chris Moyneur.
Appearing for the first time in a Spartan uniform will be
running back, Mary Stewart. A junior college All-American
last year at San Jose City College, Stewart broke several
single season and career rushing marks in the J.C. ranks.
Wasick along with returning linebackers Carl Ekern,
Larry Kerr and Larry Zajonc will attempt to stop up the
alumni offensive attack,
"We are eagerly awaiting to play the alums because it is
alot of fun for both squads and also for the fans," Darryl
Rogers, Spartan mentor, said. "It also gives us an opportunity to hit someone else besides ourselves after four
weeks of spring practice."
Alumni coordinator for the clash, Jack Mogg, said he
anticipates a spirited game.
-It should be another hard-hitting, tight defensive affair,"
Mogg said. He gives the initial offensive edge to the varsity
who have had more time to practice their plays.

51

Steve Arnold, a linebacker and two-year letterman from
1964-65 will also be joining the alumni ranks.
The alumni quarterbacking duties will be shared by Dave
Ellis and Travis McMichael. McMichael will probably get
the nod to start as Ellis is not expected to arrive until today.

Dave Wasick

Spartans face ’biggest test’
in five game weekend series
Blaise Castren
If the SJSU varsity pitchers weren’t having enough
problems, they will face
perhaps their biggest test
this weekend.
The Spartan staff, which
has been struggling lately
with a Pacific Coast Athletic
Association earned run
average of 4.89, must hurl
five games in two days.
SJSU will meet the
University of Pacific in all
five games of this baseball
which
will
marathon,
probably end a frustrating
season for the Spartans.
after
The
Spartans,
compiling a 32-15 overall
record last year and an 11-6
mark in the conference, have
taken a tailspin this season,
dipping to 20-25 and 6-13.
Pacific is currently 12 game
ahead of the last -place
Spartans with a 6-12
showing.
Today the clubs will play a
twinbill in Stockton, where
the Tigers won a twinbill
earlier in the season, then

return to San Jose for a
tripleheader (three 7-inning
games) beginning at 11 a.m.
at Municipal Stadium.
In the pair of games today
Steve Gordon-Forbes, who is
3-3 in the PCAA and either
Don Orndorff i0-1) or Steve
Friar (0-0) are slated to
start.
For Saturday’s afternoon
of baseball the Spartans are
scheduled to pitch Randy
Zylker (1-3), Steve Hinkley
(2-3), and Jeff Gingrich (0-3)
or Pat Martin (0-0).
Mostly likely everyone on
both staffs will see quite a bit
of action in the five games
two of which rcaulted from a
rained out doubleheader two
weeks ago.
Both the Tigers and
Spartans faced Fresno State
in their last outings, with the
Tigers gaining a split with
the third-placed Bulldogs 1-4,
6-5 while SJSU dropped a
pair, 3-2 and 1-0, Tuesday
night.
Despite a couple fine
pitching performances by

Hinkley and Gingrich in the
Tuesday twinbill. the SJSU
team failed come up with the
big hit, and scored in only
one of the 16 innings.
Leading Spartan hitter in
the PCAA is third baseman
Mark Carroll with a .333
average and 12 runs batted
in. Dennis Smith at .304 and
Dan Mays. 286 are next for a
team that has hit only .249 in
league compared to .292 last
season.
UOP’s attack is led by
Paul MacDonald (,)3 3.
Dave Boer (.316) and Dave

offense are forwards Ken
Davis, Ken Zylker and Tony
Rosa, while Gary St. Clair is
expected to be in goal.
Ticket prices for the
doubleheader are $2 for
reserved and a $1 general
admission.
While non student prices range from $1$4.75.

MR. ATASHI

PERPETUAL
GARAGE
SALE

The Search for Self
Films and Discussions
May 15 or 16
Future Shock; Man Isn’t Dying of Thirst;
Psychics, Saints and Scientists

Potentially Yours, Journey into Self.
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TODAY
12:30
Student
Union

May 29 or 30
ferna0do
52h

(sponsthed by Hillel
and Shalom)
5351)

Now!
Come in
and browse our
bargain paradise
New, intriguing shipments
Arrive every week. Hurry down!

Evolution of a Yogi; the Ultimate
Mystery; Art of Meditation

June 5 or 6
vile have no Art; come to your senses.
Time. 8- 11 p.m.
Place:

Tonight. 6:00
Channel 54

St. Vincent de Paul

UPDATE

THRIFT SHOP

TV NEWS FROM
SJSU
A
*Ie.

SAN JOSE
EARTHQUAKES

Just a Short Walk From Campus
Open 9-5:30
51 S. Third St.
4

S J State
VS

Stanford
Starting Time
6:00

The First Unitarian Church
160 North 3rd Street
San Jose, California 95112

For more information call 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
292-0858: or between 530 - 10 p.m. call
354-5887
Tickets may be purchased by mail, at the church
office, or at the door. Make checks payable to
Psycho media.
Single ticket 3.50 -- Student 2.00
Series ticket 10.00 -- Student 7.00

DALLAS
TORNADOES

VS.

Preliminary
Game

330 South Tenth Street
San Jose, Calif. 95112

May 22 or 23

Ne% York
ill %peak

PRODUCTION
OF THE RADIO/TV NEWS CENTER

eketV21

The

Abdalla i .311 ). The Tigers
have hit .242 as a team.

from

While the San Jose Earthquakes will be the feature
attraction tomorrow night at
Spartan Stadium, the SJSU
varsity soccer team will also
be in action with the Spartans meeting Stanford in a
preliminary game.
The Quakes will face off
with the Dallas Tornado, led
by Kyle Rote Jr. in their pro
circuit home opener at 8
p.m., preceeding by the
Spartans and Cardinals at 6
p.m.
SJSU
coach
Julie
Menendez, expects the
Cardinals to be a much
improved team from last
year, despite a 3-1 whipping
the Spartans handed them
earlier this spring.
Slated to lead the SJSU

WE
BUY
BOOKS!

Half-time show
SOCCERTHON
FEATURING
Frank Biletnikoff
Ted Kwalick
Barry McKay
Frank Nunley
Jeff Mullins

Tickets
Available at
*TOP HAT TICKETS

TICKET PRICES
MIDFIELD
RESERVE

SIDELINE
RESERVE

ENDLINE
RESERVE

4.75 I 3.25 I 2.00 I 2.00 I 1.00 I 7.50*
Adult Adult Youth Adult Youth FPALTR:1
Family Plan$7.50 (Mom, Dad and 2 Youths,
plus $1.50 for additional youth)

COLLEGE PRICES
30-40 Yd. Line $2.00
10 Yd. Line $1.00

-OFFICIAL EARTHQUAKE BOX OFFICE
NO SERVICE CHARGE)
140W. San Carlos St. -San Jose 295-8050 -(Next to the
new Main Library) --Hours. Mon Fri 10-5. Sat. 10.3

*SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
Town & Country Shopping Center San Jose -246-1160
Stevens Creek & Winchester -Next to Fox Theatre, Hours
Mon. -Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-3

SAN JOSE AUTO SERVICE
1292 Si. James Street, San Jose -295-1220-Hours
Mon. -Sat. 9-5

*ALL TICKETRON OFFICES
*SAN JOSE STATE SPORTS
INFORMATION OFFICE
277 -3283 -Corner South 4th & East San Carlos -In Men’s
Gym (Room 203-2nd. Floor -across from WGT. ROOMI-Hour,
Mon. -Fri. 9-6, Sit. Closed. (Ask for Jack Mott&

ATHLETIC CLUB
*PORTUGUESE
101
1401 E. Santa Clara (off
Hours: Mon. -Fri. 6 P.M.

I,Sm

Jose

757

3.113

